Full Public Comments
Draft FY2014-2018 Regional Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
and Associated Air Quality Conformity Demonstration
Online Comment Form
August 6, 2013
83703
Comment on TIP
My only comment is that ALL projects taken into consideration should include, as an
essential element, planning compatible with the COMPLETE STREETS format, so as
to provide SAFE alternate transportation options such as bicycling, walking, and
public transit such as bus or light rail.
Comment on Air Quality
My only comment is that ALL projects taken into consideration should include, as an
essential element, planning compatible with the COMPLETE STREETS format, so as
to provide SAFE alternate transportation options such as bicycling, walking, and
public transit such as bus or light rail.

Online Comment Form
August 8, 2013
Jim Pline, Pline Engineering
83704
Comment on TIP
The Eagle Road improvements do not come near meeting the capacity and traffic
operations needs. A third lane is required from Franklin to the I-84 IC with a fourth
lane for the westbound I-84 On Ramp. As a minimum it would be desirable to add
the third lane from Magic View Drive to the westbound on ramp and then maybe
make the other changes when the Interchange structure is expanded.
COMPASS response: forwarded to ITD
From: Toni Tisdale
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 1:42 PM
To:
Subject: Thank you for your comment

Mr. Pline:
Thank you for taking the time to comment on the Draft FY2014-2018 Regional
Transportation Improvement Program. I will forward your comments about Eagle

Road to ITD staff for consideration. Your comment will also be included for
COMPASS Board consideration.
Online Comment Form
August 8, 2013
83705
Comment on TIP
I like that there are projects that encourage and aid active transportation.
Comment on Air Quality
Air quality must get better in the Treasure Valley. Whatever we must do, please
let's do it.

Comment Form
August 15, 2013
83706
Comment on TIP
Support for all Greenbelt related projects: E306, 13514, E314, E308, E313, E307.

Comment Form
August 15, 2013
83702
Comment on TIP
Most road improvements should add bike lanes, carpool/bus lanes, and other
options for mass transit modes.
Comments on Air Quality
Yes, we should do this so we get the federal funding.

Online Comment Form
August 19, 2013
83607
Comment on TIP
There are intersection improvements on each intersection with Homedale Rd except
Indiana. With the low dollar figure attached I would assume (as explained at the
Open House) that these are fairly minor changes and that Indiana is actually being
studied for greater improvements later. If that assumption is correct, I must say
that because of it's proximity to both high schools in Caldwell, it is extremely
dangerous. There are 2 -3 accidents there a week...I can see it from my kitchen
window. My son was one of them and I am just grateful no one was injured that

time. The next day there were fire trucks and ambulances that blocked the
intersection for 3 hours. Maybe Caldwell will address this one on their own, but it's
important to know why it is not included on this list.
COMPASS response: forwarded to City of Caldwell
Online Comment Form
August 30, 2013
83705
Comment on TIP
I believe that VRT is doing a great job but we need more public transit and need to
start acquiring land for dedicated public transit--rail or whatever--between Caldwell
and Boise. Let's stop paving over America and give citizens a choice of public
transit.

See letter from ACHD on next page.
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